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If you have an iPhone, chances are you actually prefer the iOS feature set to Android, but that doesn't mean you won't appreciate having access to some of Android's best features. This guide runs through the best settings of both worlds. If you don't want to go all the way and install Android on your iOS device, you still have many ways to bring the best features of Android to iOS.
Jailbreaking will really let you go all the way, but it's definitely not necessary. Whatever your situation, here are many ways to make your iOS device look and act more like Android. If you have an iPhone, get a little bored with iOS, and you're interested in moonlight with ... Read moreNote: If you haven't jailbreaked your phone yet but you want to (or this post assures you you
should), be sure to check out our always up-to-date guide to jailbreaking your iOS device. Screen Widget LockSed where customizing your iOS home screen like Android isn't really a viable option at the moment, you can do a lot to customize your iOS lock screen and even add widgets. While it may seem daunting at first, it's actually very easy to do. Following our iOS lock screen
customization tutorial, I was able to put it together in less than 10 minutes. While you won't have the flexibility of a simple Android, you'll have the ability to add almost anything you can imagine. The more CSS and JavaScript you know (or care to learn) the more you can do, but you certainly don't need programming skills to make some pretty amazing changes. The default iOS
lock screen is little more than a glorified watch; functional, but not very... Read more BariOS Uninterrupted Notifications does a lot of things very, very well, but if there's one place where failing is sad enough it's how it handles notifications. No matter what type of notification you get, be it an SMS or an alarm clock, iOS gives you the same annoying blue dialog box that interferes
with whatever you do. If you know of notifications blocking your path, MobileNotifier is an excellent solution. MobileNotifier is a complete rewrite of the iOS notification system and is quite amazing. Read more This is jailbreak hacking, so you're out of luck if you stick with a jailed device. If you need a reason to jailbreak, this is a good one. MobileNotifier handles notifications similar to
the Android way—by storing them in a drawer that's always accessible and by notifying you uninterrupted so that can continue to do what you do. When you receive a text message, for example, a small bar will appear above to let you know that you've received a notification. You can leave it there as long as you need and eliminate it (or follow up) whenever you want. To see all
notifications (or to delete them), you just have to double-tap the home button and and drawer (as well as multi-tasking mode). If you want to set up MobileNotifier (and you must), follow our instructions here. Getting the official Google Apps Google Mobile App is an obvious choice as it provides easy access to quite a wide range of Google features (including Google Goggles). You
can also take Google Latitude and Google Earth for iOS. Google Voice is also available, and we've shown you how to get the most out of it on your iOS device (including full integration into your phone dialer and SMS app, if you're a jailbreaker). If you want to start syncing your Google Docs, GoodReader is an excellent option (and really worth the $5 fee for everything it can do).
Finally, you may find you actually prefer Google's mobile webapp over the original option, so be sure to load it on your iOS device and tag it if you do. You can create bookmarks on your homescreen that act like apps, so it might actually be a better alternative in some cases. It took a while for Google Voice to finally come to the iPhone as the original app, but now it's... Read
moreEnabling Google SyncApple has never been too good at over-the-air synchronization, and they seem dedicated to making you tethered to iTunes for the rest of eternity. If you don't like constantly syncing, paying for MobileMe, or prefer to sync with Google in the first place, you can turn on Google Sync on your iOS device to resolve both issues. Google Sync for iOS will let
you push contacts, calendars, and email to your iOS device and be very easy to set up. This is almost identical to setting up MobileMe, except using the Microsoft Exchange protocol. Google Sync requires iOS 3.0 or higher, but iOS 4.0 or higher will allow you to add multiple Exchange accounts (so you'll need to make sure that you're up to date if you need multiple Exchange
accounts on your device). If you want to set up Google Sync, Google has some step-by-step instructions to get started. Once you have it up and running, you'll have your Google data pushing and syncing over-the-air to your iOS device as you do with Android.Enabling the Wi-Fi HotspotSure, if you're running iOS 4.3 you can pay $20 a month for a Wi-Fi hotspot on your phone, but
if you jailbreak you can pay $20 just once to get the same functionality. My-Wi is a $20 app that you can buy in the Cydia store and create almost every tethering option you can imagine the possibilities on your device. All you have to do is look for it in the Cydia store, and install it. From there you just launch the app, click the Wi-Fi symbol, and turn on your hotspot. We have more
detailed instructions here. The most interesting feature that comes with Verizon iPhone is the inclusion of mobile hotspots... Read moreBetter Voice RecognitioniOS' VoiceOver is what it is. For some it helps and for others (like me) you forget it even exists until you accidentally hold the home button for too long. While there are no major improvements to iOS voice recognition
capabilities, there are two things that can help. First, if you haven't downloaded the official Google Mobile app, you should, if only because of its voice search capabilities. In addition, you want to get a copy of the Dragon Dictation app, which will let you take notes as well as send email and SMS text messages with your voice. Both apps are free on the iTunes App Store so you
really have every reason to give it a try. Turn-by-Turn NavigationWhen iPhone is released, Maps is one of the coolest apps included; it demonstrates the capabilities of Apple and Google together. More than three years later it feels old and worn out. Android's turn-by-turn navigation is a significant improvement over what Apple does with their Maps app that one of Android's
biggest draws is its Navigation app. While there's no news about the Navigation app coming to iOS, there are some free options in the app store. Personally, I prefer MapQuest 4 Mobile, but Lifehacker readers have taken to Skobbler. Both aren't perfect and I still prefer to memorize my directions, but if you die for free turn-by-turn navigation like you get on Android, this is as close
as you'll get. I haven't tried any of the more expensive options, but Gizmodo has a high and low budget. I am pleased to report that the leading car navigation app for the iPhone works very well. Don't Read moreSesIllustration Finishing by Sam Spratt.As is pointless and trivial as it is, one of my favorite parts about the Release of Gingerbread Android is the effect you get when you
turn off the phone. It looks like the old CRT television is dead, which is significantly more fun than the screen just cutting into black. It's strange to see Apple leaving the opportunity to turn on smoothly among every iOS state, but they somehow ignored this one. Fortunately, if you jailbreak, you can install this effect very easily. To get the effect, just look for Cydia for TV Tube Sleep.
You must first pay $1 to buy the tweak, but then you will be able to install it. Once installed, Cydia will ask to restart Springboard. After Springboard restarts, you should be able to see the effect anytime your device's screen is turned off. Got another great way to make your iOS device look and act more like Android? Let's hear it in the comments. You can follow Adam Dachis,
author of this post, on Twitter and Facebook. If you want to contact him, Twitter is the most to do so. Here at Android Authority we can name many reasons why Android trumps Apple's mobile operating system. Google alternatives offer a more open platform, choice, value, flexibility, and customization, for name names a few things. But if Android is much better, what makes iOS
users addicted to iPhone and iPad? While many argue it is a thing of branding and status, we believe reason goes beyond ignorance and arrogance. We were lovers of technology before anything else, and have to accept there are certain things that iOS does better than Android. Let's address this difference.iOS is generally faster and smootherHaving to both platforms every day
for years, I can say I've experienced far fewer hiccups and slowdowns using iOS. Performance is one of the things iOS does better than Android most of the time. This seems ridiculous considering the internal iPhone. The iPhone 11 Pro Max is currently Apple's most powerful smartphone and features a six-core CPU with 4GB of RAM. The specification will be considered the best
mid-range in the Android world today. Having used both platforms every day for years, I can say I have experienced far fewer hiccups and slowdowns using iOS.Edgar Cervantes The truth is we tend to get a little lost in specs and often forget to see what really matters. Performance doesn't just come from strong specifications. There is more to processing power than core and
clock speed. In fact, it has been proven apple processors are better than Qualcomm. Our own Gary Sims explains how in his extensive article. In fact, Gary Sims also recently tested the new Snapdragon 865 and put it on the Apple A13 chipset belonging to the iPhone 11 Pro Max. Qualcomm's latest chip beat the A13 in most tests, except GPUs. This is a significant leap by
Qualcomm, but we should also remember that Apple chips will be about six months old by the time the first Snapdragon 865 phones come to market. Whether Apple processors are better or not, the most important thing is that iOS is optimized to work perfectly with some Apple-made devices. Meanwhile, Android is dropped into a sea of smartphones, tablets and other products.
It's up to OEMs to optimize the software for hardware, and they sometimes do a bad job of it. Apple's closed ecosystem makes integration more stringent, which is why the iPhone doesn't require very strong specs to match high-end Android phones. It's all in optimization between hardware and software. Because Apple controls production from start to finish, they can ensure
resources are used more efficiently. Now, this doesn't mean all iOS devices can outperform all Android devices. Since there are many options in the Android universe, some phones are made with savage internals and stunning. However, generally, iOS devices are faster and smoother than most Android phones at comparable price ranges.iOS is very easy to useSometimes that's
what we love about Android which makes it a less attractive platform for general consumers. While Google and its partner manufacturers have become better at making Android better the truth is it can still be a little confusing. Inconsistencies between phone makers create a learning curve, as most Android phones look and feel different from each other. Apple fans love the
simplicity of their operating system, and that's arguably one of the things iOS does better than Android. Not much to iOS, and that's part of the allure. Many iPhone lovers don't want a phone that they can mess around with and customize. They want a device that works well, is easy to use, and can bring it to their content with little effort. This is what that just working expression is
all about. Opinion: Dear Android and Apple fans: By 2020, can we end hate permanently? With iOS, you get a home page with iconic rows and columns, which you can organize to your liking, but there's no app drawer to hide things — they're all in front of you. The settings are pretty straight forward, but the experience is always the same, no matter if you're using an iPhone 11,
iPad Pro, or any other device in apple's lineup the user experience for iOS is intuitive enough that there's hardly a learning curve. I've seen kids who have never used a smartphone find out the basics in about 15 minutes. Similarly, if you already have an iOS device, you can switch to another device and automatically know exactly how it works. Timely updatesUpdating software is
definitely one of the things iOS does better than Android. If your iOS device is eligible for the latest updates, it will get it as soon as it launches. This could be bad news for some older devices that can't handle more resource-intensive versions of iOS very well, but that's another topic, and something to worry about only if you have an older Apple device. Read more: Which
manufacturer is updating its smartphones the fastest? The updated Android edition of PieVidate isn't as smooth as Google's Android. Google only provides live updates to its own products, such as the Pixel 4 and Pixel 4 XL, and even those that have been known to fail to get updates efficiently. Manufacturers like Samsung, Sony, Motorola, and others should get updates, work on
them, optimize them for your device, and then ship them. In many cases the operator has to go through them as well, which just convinces you get updates late, sometimes months or years down the line... if ever. Apple EcosystemIni is more of a series as Google becomes much better at integrating its services in device in recent years. Regardless, Apple products such as
iPhones, iPads, Apple TVs, Apple Watches, and Mac computers are closely integrated with iCloud, iMessage, FaceTime, and other in-house services. Although Google has its competitor services, which also work well, they have more learning curves and don't feel closely connected to the Android experience. Some apps needed to access core Google services pre-installed,
forcing users to go hunting them on the Google Play Store. This may not seem like a big deal for most of us tech-understanding users, but it can be a daunting task for some, or at least a distraction. It may be a walled garden, but the safe, familiar and easy-to-navigate garden is all the same. Read more: 5 features that Google Play Store should steal from iOS App Store Current
App storespeakingan, Apple App Store is significantly better curated and better at policing than Google Play Store. Developers who want to get their apps in the App Store have to go through a long and expensive list of checks and procedures, but the end result is a net improvement in the overall quality of iOS apps. The Apple App Store is also generally cleaner, has fewer ads,
and offers cool extra features like interviews, guides, better app lists, and more. Security (for now)This one is not as one-sided as it used to be, with Google's security updates becoming more consistent. Google continues to secure the Google Play Store, and adds steps to keep your phone and information safe. This includes things like sand fists, two-step verification, Google Play
Protect, more controlled app permissions, and more. This increase, along with more educated users, makes android security much more powerful that is starting to rival iOS.Read also: How to protect your privacy when using AndroidWhether iOS better than Android in terms of security is now up for debate, but the general consensus still gives Apple the upper hand. iOS has more
consistent updates for all devices, a more impenetrable closed ecosystem, and a tighter app store. All of these factors combined make it harder for attackers to target iOS users. Apple CarPlay No matter how many times I give Android Auto a chance, I keep returning to Apple CarPlay. Sometimes I bring an iPhone just to use CarPlay in my car! Apple's iOS-based alternatives are
much better organized with neatly organized app icons. You can move this icon to prioritize your favorite apps for easy access. Direct availability to apps also makes it easy to perform more actions in certain supported apps. Android Auto's interface can be a little confusing, due to its random nature. Recommended actions are suggested and organized by Google's magical
algorithms, which means the list changes constantly, forcing you to read more and sometimes even scroll to find what you need. No muscle memory with Android Auto, which I believe makes it more annoying Driving. And although google assistant does a much better job than Siri, that feature wasn't enough to take me away from the solution in an Apple vehicle. Apple CarPlay is
better looking, easier to use, and more functional. AppleCare's superior AppleCare support may be expensive, but it makes warranty and insurance claims iOS devices are very easy. If you have a local Apple Store, you can often walk out with a new device in less than an hour as well. Speaking of Apple Stores, loving them or hating them, Apple's retail location has a distinctive
look that many retailers have tried to copy. The open design attracts you as soon as you walk. A large number of staff are on hand to assist you with any purchases or issues. They even have classes to teach you how to use Apple devices. No company is perfect, but having an iOS phone or tablet sure beats the competition if you ever have a problem with it. You don't have to go
through an operator, look for a strange customer service phone number, fill out an online form, send a fax, stay on hold for a long period of time just to talk to the robot, or wait weeks just to repair or replace your device. Resale value It's not one of the things iOS does better than Android, but it's the market advantage that Apple has over most of its mobile competitors. iPhones,
iPads, and other Apple products typically have much better value than Android products. This means you can sell more when it's time to switch devices. And because Apple products are so popular, they usually sell faster too.iPhones, iPads, and other Apple products typically maintain their value better than Android products. Edgar CervantesLet puts things into perspective with
some real-world examples. The iPhone XS Max launched in September 2018 with a starting price of $1,099. The current used basic iPhone XS Max will be about $400-$500 on eBay. This means you can get up to about 45% of the phone's original value. Meanwhile, the Samsung Galaxy Note 9 was released in August 2018 for $1,000 (for the basic 128GB version). It can be found
in use on eBay from $250 to about $350. That would be about 35% of the Note's original value, at best. Keep in mind this example is the best scenario for Android, as Samsung is another sought-after brand that tends to keep its value better than others in its class. Resale value is Preferred by Apple when you compare it with other smaller Android manufacturers. Before you throw
us in the comments, keep in mind that we're not saying iOS is categorically better than Android. Google's mobile OS has its advantages, we write about them almost every day here. However, we have to keep everything in perspective and realize there are some things that iOS actually does better than Android. There's always room for improvement and Google can learn a thing
or two from the Cupertino giant. Giant.
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